HTR2A variation and sudden infant death syndrome: a case-control analysis.
The serotonergic (5-HT) system functions in central autonomic regulation with homeostatic roles in cardiorespiratory control, thermoregulation, arousal and sleep-wake cycling. Altered function and development of this system in cases of sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS) have been established, but the aetiology of these disturbances remains unclear. The serotonin receptor, HTR2A, functions within this system with roles in the homeostatic response to hypoxia including excitatory effects on respiration, gasping and rhythm generation, all functions potentially compromised in SIDS. The objective of this study was to examine the relationship between SIDS risk and HTR2A variation. All coding regions, intron-exon boundaries and the promoter region of HTR2A were PCR amplified and analysed by standard sequencing in 96 SIDS cases and 96 matched controls. Twenty-one HTR2A variations were identified in this case-control cohort, including four novel variations (c.C-1185A, c.T-923C, c.T-17C and c.C50T). None of the variations identified showed a significant association with SIDS. This report provides evidence that despite known alterations of the 5-HT system in SIDS, and the logical role for the HTR2A receptor, genetic variation of HTR2A as studied in our cohort is not responsible for these alterations. These results represent a further step in the investigation of the aetiology of the altered serotonin system in SIDS cases.